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Modelling human mobility is an interesting yet challenging research topic. Such mobility 

models can give valuable insight into user behavior. Such models can be used to forecast 

movement of people. Even though an interesting problem, it was not studied as widely 

due to lack of available mobility data. But modern communication and digital infrastruc-

ture has solved this problem. Thus, as a result, over the past decade and a half, this topic 

has attracted a lot of attraction. The modelling and forecasting of human mobility has 

widespread applications from transportation to advertisement. Such models can be used 

to in a collaborative manner to segment people or used in isolation to bring better services 

to an individual. 

Previous researches have presented different approaches for modelling human mobility. 

These range from neural networks to Markov chains. Some researchers have focused on 

location data while others have worked with accelerometer data. There are also recom-

mendations to add more information to the data to understand the motive of mobility. 

This thesis approaches the problem of forecasting human mobility in the form of activi-

ties. GPS data is analyzed to mine information and find patterns. The forecasting is done 

in a twostep process. The first step is to analyze the data to identify and label activities, 

that are done on a routine basis. This is achieved by using an Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy 

Inference System. This additional information helps understand the motive of moving 

from one place to another. In the second and final step the Markov Chain model is built 

for the movement among visited locations. The forecasting is done with respect to current 

time and location, keeping in view the motive of movement. The proposed system is im-

plemented in JAVA and deployed as a combination of RESTful web services. Finally, 

accuracy tests are made on different datasets which show promising results. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This thesis is divided into seven chapters. The first chapter introduces the problem at 

hand. It gives the motivation behind the thesis followed by presentation of the problem 

statement. The chapter ends with a brief discussion about the practical aspects of the 

work, such as expectations and objectives; and setting forth the limitations of the scope 

of work. The second chapter attempts to discuss the work done so far on the subject, with 

more emphasis on the latest findings and developments. The next two chapters build on 

the work discussed in chapter two and provides insight into the approach taken in this 

thesis to solve the problem and how it has been implemented. The chapters after that state 

the results of the implementation, discuss those results and draws conclusions based on 

them. 

1.1 Motivation 

Human beings can be categorized on the basis of what they do. Our physical activities, 

no matter how big or small, play a big role in defining who we are. Although there are 

many activities that we undertake as experiences and do not continue with them on a 

regular basis, this combined with the fact that we as humans have a certain amount of 

randomness in our decision making; makes it seem that our daily routines are completely 

overshadowed by randomness and there is no easily identifiable pattern to what we do. 

But we can also be certain that even if the patters are not easily visible they must be 

present. This topic of identifying patterns in daily human activities has interested many 

researchers because identifying these patterns is actually identifying the person itself.  

Almost all the activities we do require movement from one place to another and thus 

studying a person’s geospatial information provides insight into what a person might be 

doing at a specific time. For example, if it is  known that the position of a person points 

out to a school on a daily basis then it can be inferred, with a certain level of confidence, 

that the person can either be a student studying there or an employee working at the 

school. So, analyzing human mobility patterns, provides us with an opportunity to iden-

tify and understand patterns in activities that we undertake as humans. Modern telecom 

infrastructure has enabled collection of geospatial data of users relatively easily. This data 

has been used in identifying the aforementioned patterns. 

Identifying the activities that a person does as their routine can tell us a lot about that 

person and it can be used in many ways. Identifying individuals with similar activities 

can lead to identifying groups of people with similar routines and bring customizes ser-

vices to them; for example, knowing what percentage of people prefer fitness activities 
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over leisurely activities in their free time can help relevant businesses offer better ser-

vices. Similarly sending targeted advertisements to these groups or even individuals can 

be made easier.  

Not only does this information hold value for commercial organizations but being able to 

identify routines and predict activities of individuals can greatly enhance their experi-

ences. Suggestions based on what a person does or likes to do are generally welcomed by 

users. Take, as an example, a user who travels on a certain route every day. If we can 

know in advance that the user will go to a certain place and we have information on other 

users as well we can build models to predict the traffic situation at a specific time of the 

day and advise the users to take alternate routes if a traffic blockage is expected. The city 

municipalities can better plan public transport routes and timings if the information of 

enough users is available. Carpooling can be made much more effective and efficient 

based on this information. 

It has to be understood that the activity recognition and forecasting does not hold much 

value as a standalone application. But such a recognition and prediction system can be 

used to develop smart applications. The modern applications that utilize this concept and 

build smart applications are moving towards a distributed architecture. In such architec-

tures, one part of the application is not affected by the other. The applications are built 

with a modular approach where the smartness is introduced on a component level. This 

gives the developers the flexibility of how and when to use a certain component. It also 

provides the opportunity to use third party services.  

Although this distributed approach has its advantages it also brings forwards new chal-

lenges. These challenges are amplified when sensitive user data is involved. The matter 

has become worse with cloud and multi-cloud-based applications where distributed ser-

vices are provided with different cloud platforms interacting with each other, thus in-

creasing the surface of attack. 

Due to its huge area of application it can be said confidently that mobility data it is valu-

able not only for the owner of the data but also commercial organizations. This leads to a 

difficult situation, where people do not want to share their data due to privacy concerns 

and also due to the fear that the data will end up in the wrong hands. The discussion of 

privacy concerns is very lengthy and somewhat academic and hence no general agreement 

is seen on the topic in the near future. But the concern and threat of data theft is very real 

and unanimously agreed. As a general practice, developers of technology focus on the 

functionality and do not emphasize on the security aspect as much. And even if they focus 

on the security in the past we have seen countless examples of data breaches in big tech-

nology companies. This has made users aware of the importance of their personal data 

and potential of the hackers thus making the users less confident in storing their personal 

data on third-party application.  
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The above discussion highlights the importance of building a system that is accurate in 

forecasting user activities, which is easy to use and is safe from external threats. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

The problem of this thesis is to develop a system which is able to forecast activities by 

analyzing the history of user mobility traces. The system upon identifying such activity 

patterns from user history should be able to forecast what activity the user will perform 

given his/her contextual information. Not only the system has to be accurate in forecasting 

the users next activity but the system as a whole should be secure in a way that during no 

phase of the information flow or data storage the system is vulnerable to external attacks. 

The system has to have the ability to be integrated with-in an existing system and de-

ployed independently. 

The forecasting part of the thesis will focus on developing an algorithm which is able to 

first identify an activity and based on the activity database and current context forecasts 

the next activity in real-time. The deployment and security of the system will have to take 

into account many aspects and cope with external threats. 

1.3 Objectives 

There can be many ways and approaches to solve the problem of forecasting the next 

activity. In this thesis the approach undertaken is, to forecast the coordinates of the loca-

tion the person is likely to visit provided their current and past context. Information about 

the activity can be inferred based on the forecasted coordinates.  

The primary objective is to find an efficient algorithm that can accurately forecast the 

location a person is likely to visit given their history and current context. Defining the 

context is also part of the problem. The algorithm developed will not only be the best one 

from the accuracy point of view but it has to scale well for any number of mobility traces 

of a given user. It has to meet the requirements of a real-time system, so it can be inte-

grated into any mobility related application. It also needs to be secure from external at-

tacks. It is important that the final implemented system is capable of independent deploy-

ment. This will make it possible for the system to be integrated with other apps. 

It is important that the final implemented system is capable of independent deployment. 

This will make it possible for the system to be integrated with other apps. 

1.4 Limitations 

As stated in the first section of this chapter, the user mobility information can be inter-

preted in many ways and there are humongous applications where this information can 

be utilized. Most of the applications would involve a collaborative approach where the 
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information from all the users is combined to make large impact forecasts or conclusions. 

In this thesis the focus is to solve the problem of forecasting activity or location of an 

individual only keeping his/her history in consideration. This may restrict the advantages 

of this work but future work can be built on this thesis. 
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

In this chapter, first basic terminology is defined and explained. This will lay a foundation 

to better understanding the contents of this chapter as well the following chapters. Fur-

thermore, the chapter discusses State-Of-The-Art (SOTA) methods and techniques used 

in activity recognition and forecasting; followed by a discussion on distributed systems 

and how these systems are utilized in making modern applications. The chapter ends with 

a brief overview of standard approaches and frameworks which make possible building 

up distributed systems or applications. 

2.1 Activity Recognition and Forecasting 

Activity can most simply be defined as anything that people do [1]. Human beings may 

do many activities, from drinking water to running a marathon; from a once in a lifetime 

experience to countless monotonous tasks. In general, human activities involve a series 

of actions. These actions make an activity unique. One of the most form of action involved 

in performing an activity is movement. In this thesis all activities that are considered, 

involve movement in a spatiotemporal plane. This means that this thesis tries to identify 

and forecast only those activities that involve movement from one point to another. It also 

only focuses on activities that are undertaken on a repeated basis. Human mobility data 

captures the major activities performed by them. This helps in finding a lot of information 

by focusing on the mobility data only. 

Mobility data can be collected with different means and varying forms e.g. the most com-

mon source of collecting mobility data is telecommunication infrastructure comprising of 

mobile phones and global system for mobile (GSM) towers. A mobile phone can be con-

nected to one GSM tower at a time and based on the movement of the person the connec-

tion to the tower change. The information about a certain mobile phone’s connection to 

different towers (geospatial data), when combined with the time information (temporal 

data) can enable construction of the trajectory followed by the owner of the mobile phone. 

Similarly, Global Positioning System satellites (GPS), Wi-Fi and cellular data connec-

tions can record locations. These locations are available as, or can be converted into, co-

ordinate-points i.e. latitudes and longitudes. As in the case of GSM towers, when this 

geospatial information is combined with timestamps; it enables generation of the actual 

path of motion. Each set of geospatial and temporal data is called a mobility trace. So, it 

can be said that a path or trajectory can be reconstructed by combining many mobility 

traces. [2], [3] 

Depending upon the amount of mobility traces and their sampling time, trajectories with 

different level of information can be obtained. In the daily routine people commute from 
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one place to another or they stay at a place. This information of travelling and staying is 

captured in mobility traces. If the mobility traces are analyzed it is possible to separate 

the traces that indicate motion from those that indicate no or very little motion [4]. Since 

the places where people stay are significant because people spend their time in these lo-

cations, these locations can be called as stay point(s). If the stay points are further filtered 

based on some criterion the remaining stay points are called points of interest (POI) [4]. 

Research done in [5] studied a large set of mobile phone records of users. They discovered 

that people have a pattern to their mobility. Based on this finding they proposed a math-

ematical model for human mobility. Their conclusion was that, opposed to previous un-

derstanding that human mobility followed levy flight and random walk. In addition to 

that, they claimed  that it is possible to estimate the likelihood of finding somebody in a 

certain location. One explanation for this finding was that in spite of large travel histories 

humans, on a regular basis, travel to a limited number of locations and follow reproduci-

ble patterns. This is a very intuitive and logical explanation for their finding. 

Assuming that human activities are strongly dependent on their geospatial location and 

having established that it is possible to identify patterns in human mobility. We can say 

that an activity taken by someone can be recognized and predicted given that their mobil-

ity data is available. The problem at hand is that we want to know where the user will go 

to, called the point-of-interest (POI), given his/her current location and/or current time 

and/or day. Different approaches have been put forward to model the problem. The most 

common approaches either involve modelling the system as a Markov chain [6]–[8] or 

using machine learning (ML) techniques [2], [9]. The next section takes us through these 

techniques. 

2.2 Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) and Data mining 

Even though selecting the modeling approach for activity recognition and forecasting is 

an important step; pre-processing of data to extract information from raw data and feeding 

it to the model is an equally crucial part of solving the problem. 

Coined in 1989, the term KDD is used to define the process of extracting useful 

knowledge from voluminous data [10]. Data mining is one of the steps of the KDD pro-

cess and can be defined as can be defined as the process of applying specific algorithms 

for  inspecting and sorting data to identify patterns of interest [11]. One of the most es-

sential task of the KDD process is to transform the low-level raw data into other useful 

forms. Both the terms data mining and KDD are used alternatively but it is essential to 

understand the difference between the two. Figure 2.1 shows the four steps of the KDD 

process, where step 4  is the data mining step. 
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Figure 2.1 The knowledge discovery process [12] 

In todays connected world huge amounts of data is generated on a daily basis. In 2015 

Frobes [13] reported that in the past 2 years more data has been generated than in the 

entire history of the human race, and it is predicted that by 2020, 1.7 MB of new data will 

be generated every second. This does not seem to be surprising, given the fact that there 

are more than 3.8 billion internet users in the world and this number is increasing by the 

minute [14]. Figure 2.2 shows the internet users by region of the world. Every day close 

to 3 billion emails are sent, around 4 billion google searches are made and 500 million 

tweets are made [15].  

 

Figure 2.2 Internet Users in the World by Geographic Regions - June 30,2017 [35] 

Similarly, devices generating data are also increasing steadily. This thesis is focused on 

human mobility patterns, and smart phones are the most important source of gathering 

this data. It can be seen from Figure 2.3, that the number of smart phone users is also on 

a rise.  
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Figure 2.3 Smartphone Users Worldwide (2013 - 2018) [37] 

Since the number of people generating data and the devices through which data is gener-

ated is both increasing we see that the growth of data is two dimensional. Consider n is 

the number of users whose data is available and d is the types of data available for each 

n-th user and this data is recorded in a database. We get a table with dimensions n x d. In 

the simplest case if both n and d increase linearly in a simultaneous manner, the database 

size increases quadratically. 

As it is clear from the statistics above the data generated in today’s world is humongous 

and it makes it a daunting task to extract relevant information from raw data. Data mining 

techniques help us to retrieve relevant information from big datasets. The algorithms are 

designed to process raw data, discard useless information and provide information rele-

vant to the problem in study. Depending upon the algorithms data mining techniques are 

also used to identify patterns in data. 

KDD in itself is a distinct branch of computer science. It is a broad term encompassing 

all the steps starting from cleaning of data, to processing it and finding knowledge as an 

outcome [10]. The processing of data to identify patterns is the data mining step and is 

considered to lay at the thresholds of machine learning, statistics and database manage-

ment. Algorithms and techniques used in data mining are also used in machine learning 

in a similar or slightly different way. This has made it harder to draw a boundary between 

the two fields. But it is essential to distinguish the concepts of machine learning from that 

of data mining for this text. 

In the scope of this thesis, the stage where pre-processing of data is done is classified as 

a knowledge discovery problem and the forecasting of future activities is classified as a 

separate problem (modeled as a MC or a ML problem). The pre-processing of data means 

to extract information and get rid of the excess data irrelevant to the problem. This first 
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step can also be called as feature extraction, where the goal is to use some data mining 

techniques during the KDD process and extract information from the datasets. The out-

come of this process is the information which is features for the ML methods or nodes 

for a Markov Chain. Certain techniques such as cluster analysis and neural networks are 

common to both ML and data mining, hence in order to avoid confusion it is essential to 

differentiate the terms in this literature review. 

The schema of the datasets used for forecasting will be discussed in further detail in the 

next chapter. But since the thesis deals with forecasting next location of travel the varia-

bles common to each dataset are GPS coordinates and the timestamps associated with 

them. This raw information especially the coordinates alone do not provide any intelligi-

ble information to us. But when looked at together with the time, they can give some 

insight into the mobility patterns of an individual. For example the time of the day asso-

ciated with a set of coordinates, time spent at a certain location and number of times an 

activity can give more information about a set of GPS coordinates. To answer such ques-

tions about the mobility of a user, KDD can be used and fortunately this information can 

be extracted from the minimal amount of data available i.e. the coordinates and the 

timestamps.  

After the data has been pre-processed the answers to the above questions can be extracted 

using certain data mining algorithms. Given below are the top 10 data mining algorithms 

listed by IEEE Conference on Data Mining [16]. 

1. C4.5 

2. K-means Clustering 

3. Support Vector Machines 

4. Apriori Algorithm 

5. EM Algorithm 

6. Page Rank Algorithm 

7. Ada Boost 

8. kNN- Clustering 

9. Naive Bayes 

10. CART 

As can be seen from this list, some of these algorithms which are classified as data mining 

algorithms are already discussed in the machine learning section of this text. So instead 

reviewing all the algorithms we review those clustering algorithms in detail, that are of 

interest in the knowledge discovery step.  
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2.2.1 Cluster Analysis 

In statistics cluster analysis is a set of algorithms that are used to classify different objects 

in groups based on some mathematical criteria. This grouping ensures that the similarity 

between objects of the same cluster is maximum [17]. 

Based upon the algorithm in use, cluster analysis can be further sub-divided into many 

categories. Presenting a literature review for all the variations of clustering techniques 

and algorithms is beyond the scope of this work. Hence only the most important sub-

categories of cluster analysis are listed and explained [18] below. Furthermore, the most 

common algorithms of each technique are presented. 

I. Hierarchical clustering 

II. Partitioning clustering 

III. Density-based clustering 

IV. Grid-based clustering 

 

I. Hierarchical Clustering 

This clustering method involves building a hierarchy of clusters. This technique is also 

referred to as connectivity-based clustering. The [18] outcome of such a clustering is a 

tree which is referred to as a dendrogram. The dendrogram is not a single set of clusters 

rather it is a hierarchical connection of clusters at different level. At its most basic level 

one cluster consists of one object which is connected to another object or a cluster of 

objects that are closest to it. Figure 2.4 shows a sample dendrogram for a sample set of 

10 objects. Hierarchical clustering is applied to it using some similarity criteria, and the 

objects that are closest to each other according to that criteria are joined with a common 

node. For example, object 2 and 10 are the closest, approximately 0.1 units away from 

each other, so they are grouped together (assume) as cluster A. The cluster which is clos-

est to cluster A is the cluster of objects 5, 8 and 9 (cluster B). The distance between cluster 

A and cluster B is approximately 0.6 units. The advantage of hierarchical clustering is 

that it is easy to define a cutoff for the clustering criteria. 
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Figure 2.4 A denrogram for a set of 10 objects [19] 

The approach described above is called the Agglomerative clustering. This is a bottom-

to-top approach where each object starts off as a cluster in itself. Hence in the start there 

are as many clusters as the number of objects. Another approach known as Devisive clus-

tering is similar to agglomerative clustering in principle but works in the top-to-bottom 

fashion. So in devisive clustering the algorithm starts with a one big cluster of all objects 

and these objects are split up into smaller clusters until each object is in its separate clus-

ter.[18] 

 

Figure 2.5 Some hierarchical clustering algorithms [39][41] 

Further details for these algorithms can be found in the text of [18], [20]–[23] 

II. Partitioning Clustering 

In this clustering technique, a dataset of n objects is split into k clusters where k ≤ n. This 

splitting or portioning is done based on some criteria. This ensures that all similar objects 

become part of a similar cluster. The criteria for portioning is [18]: 

1. Each cluster contains at least one object 

2. Every object is only present in one cluster 
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The most common algorithm for partition-based cluster analysis is k-means clustering. 

There are many other algorithms available for partitioning clustering, most of these are 

variations of k-means clustering. [18] 

The variations are mostly in the way the algorithm is initialized. As can be seen from 

Figure 2.6 [24] the step 2 of the algorithm is initializing of the k number of clusters with 

centroids c. This is an iterative step and can be done for all the n objects of the dataset. 

This can however lead to unnecessary complexity and consumption of large computa-

tional resources as the number n increases. In order to avoid this problem many proce-

dures have been proposed for the initialization of clusters. These can be random selection 

of points or selecting points based on some criteria. 

 

Figure 2.6 Flowchart of a typical k-means clustering algorithm [24] 

Figure 2.7 shows output of applying k-means clustering to image data. The different col-

ors represent different clusters and the X represents the center of each cluster. These cen-

ters are the most optimal solution to solving the problem of identifying clusters which 

result in all points having the closest distance to their respective clusters. This is not a 

trivial task and requires great amount of computation. The biggest drawback of this tech-

nique is that it needs the number of clusters specified as an input to the algorithm.  
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Figure 2.7 An example of k-means clustering applied for pixel segregation [25] 

 

Figure 2.8 Most common partitioning clustering algorithms [20] 

III. Density-based Clustering 

As indicated by the name, this clustering technique is used to form clusters based on 

density of data points in a region. This is done by finding high density regions and iden-

tifying them as clusters and using sparse regions to separate the identified clusters. This 

means in such clustering the points in the sparse regions are treated as noise and are ig-

nored. [18] 

Figure 2.9 shows the pseudocode of the conventional DBSCAN algorithm. It can be seen 

that it requires three inputs in addition to the dataset. The radius ε is the maximum dis-

tance a point can be away from the center of the cluster and still be a part of that cluster. 

The minPts that are required to form a cluster and a dist function which is used to calculate 

the distance between the points. This function can also be called a similarity function.  
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Figure 2.9 Pseudocode for DBSCAN algorithm [26] 

The DBSCAN algorithm is good in identifying dense clusters and drawing boundaries 

between them. As can be seen from Figure 2.10(a) , this algorithm is very good at finding 

patterns or clusters that are arbitrarily shaped. This is due the reason that the algorithm 

sniffs for high density regions and follows them. This leads to the result that all the objects 

that are connected are sorted into one cluster. This is different from other algorithms like 

k-means, where the distance of each point is calculated from a mean point, which can lead 

to inaccurate results; demonstrated in Figure 2.10 (b). 
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(a) DBSCAN applied to a sample dataset  

 

(b) k-means clustering result for the same 

dataset 

Figure 2.10 Variations in results based on clustering technique used [27] 

There are many variation of density-based clustering algorithms available. The basic idea 

of finding dense regions remains the same in all these algorithms but the procedure 

adopted to do so varies from one algorithm to another. BRIDGE, for example divides the 

dataset into pre-clusters and then applies DBSCAN to those clusters [18]. But the other 

algorithms mentioned in Figure 2.11 use different techniques for forming the clusters. 

Further detail of each of these algorithms can be found in [18], [20], [23]. 

 

Figure 2.11 Types of density-based clustering algorithms [18], [20] 

IV. Grid-based Clustering 

These algorithms utilize a grid data structure which has a multi-resolution. The outcome 

is number of cells which are finite in number. This grid structure is then applied with the 

clustering techniques [21]. This quantization gives the advantage of fast processing and 

improves performance times, and utilizes fewer computation resources. The basic idea is 

to make the computation of the algorithm independent of the number of objects in the 

dataset. The grid dimensions are fixed at the start of the algorithm. This gives the ad-

vantage of fixing the number of points to be processed along with the option to choose 
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grid size based on the accuracy that is required. This technique is particularly useful if a 

dataset is multi-dimensional and standard distance functions cannot be applied as in-

tended. 

The main focus is on how to identify clusters in multi-dimensional sparse datasets where 

clustering in all dimensions is not achieved but many sub-clusters are present. Some com-

mon grid-based clustering algorithms are given in Figure 2.12. SUBCLUS (density-con-

nected Subspace Clustering) is one of many grid-based clustering algorithms. As shown 

in Figure 2.13, this algorithm uses the density-based connectivity approach of DBSCAN 

but it is adapted for datasets with many dimensions. The difference is that this algorithm 

finds the sub-clusters in the sub-spaces and can thus help greatly with high-dimension 

sparse datasets [28]. Further literature with details of these algorithms can be found in 

[18], [21], [23], [28]. 

 

Figure 2.12 Grid-based clustering algorithms 
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Figure 2.13 SUBCLUS Algorithm [28] 

2.2.2 Point of Interest Extraction 

As discussed in earlier sections the modelling step of activity forecasting is preceded by 

extracting points of interest (POI) from the mobility data of a person. These POI can then 

be used as a parameter to a ML model or they can be used to construct Markov chains. 

The first step for extracting a point of interest is to find the stay points from the data. 

Stay Point Extraction 

Stay points are the points where a person spends some time during the day. Spending time 

at a stay point implies that this specific point is of some interest to a person. The mobility 

data from which these stay points are extracted, is a time-series data the number of mo-

bility points collected can be huge. Differentiating points where an individual spent their 

time from other numerous passing points can be a challenging task. The nature of data 

(timestamps and coordinates) available for analysis is also limited increasing the level of 

challenge. For this purpose researchers have used different KDD methods to extract stay 

points. 

Clustering techniques ranging from hierarchical clustering to density-based clustering 

and many more are used with various success rate. Work of [2] gives a good overview of 

how different clustering techniques affect the outcome of stay points. Their work applies 

different variations of graph and grid-based clustering algorithms to identify the stay 
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points. Hierarchical clustering is good for visualizing the spread of data and understand-

ing the connectivity of different points but it is affected by the 3-dimensional nature of 

the data. Partitioning clustering faces the challenge that it requires the number of clusters 

as an input and since one user’s stay points can be different in size and number from 

another user. Hence it is not practical to use partitioning clustering to solve this problem.  

Most of the researchers have tried to avoid this problem by forming their own versions of 

density-based or grid-based algorithms. They first define the term “stay point” this helps 

in defining the distance functions for a cluster. One such example can be seen in [29], 

where the researchers have defined and constrained the term stay point by a set of condi-

tions. According to the authors a stay point is a geographical region where a person spends 

a certain amount of time. They define each stay point as dependent on two threshold 

values, time and distance. 

 

Figure 2.14 A visual representation of a stay point [29] 

As can be seen from  points p3 to p6 which are a group of consecutive GPS points are 

characterized as a stay point S. Hence a stay point according to [29] is a collection of 

consecutive GPS points P (where P = {pm, pm+1,…,pn}), where ˅ m < i ≤ n, Distance 

(pm,pi) ≤ Dthreshold and |pn.T – pm.T | ≥ Tthreshold. The point S can be defined as S = 

(Lat,Lng,Tarv,Tdep), where Lat and Lng is the average of all the points from m to n and Tarv 

and Tdep represent the times of arrival and departure to the point S. 

This method of defining and extracting a stay point has been reused by many other re-

searchers with their own variations. The same technique was found in the works of [30]–

[32]. All these works focus on extracting stay points from a sequence of GPS coordinates 

and timestamps. The main difference is deciding the threshold values for time and dis-

tance. These two parameters have a significant impact on the outcome but unfortunately 

they can only be found by a trial and error approach [30]. Furthermore, one threshold 

value once fixed will also not be suitable for different user or a different situation, but this 

is a topic for later discussion. 

After extracting the stay points any of the standard clustering techniques can then be used 

to group all the identified stay points as activity clusters. The most similar stay points are 

grouped in one activity cluster. DBSCAN has been successfully used by some researchers 

in [31]. It shows promising results but due to the 3-dimensional data, it can be struck by 

inaccuracies specially since all the three or two of the three dimensions are unrelated to 
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each other. In most cases clustering the activities is not as much of a challenge because 

for every user there are a limited number of stay points found. 

2.3 Modelling Human Mobility Patterns 

Building up or finding a mathematical model for human mobility is the most critical task. 

As in the case of any other problem, the accuracy of the analysis or prediction of human 

mobility heavily depends on the way the problem is modeled. An accurate model can lead 

to superior results but such models can be complex and computationally difficult to build, 

while on the other hand a simple model will be more practical but compromise the accu-

racy of the results. This limitation should be kept in mind before building up a model for 

any problem.  

2.3.1 Markov Chains 

Exploiting the Markovian nature of the problem is an intuitive modelling approach due 

to the problems’ memoryless nature. The idea is to first identify all the POIs, this is done 

by clustering together the same locations, visited from the data; we can call this step as 

data-mining. These POIs extracted from a collection of mobility traces can be treated as 

states of a Markov chain.  

Markov chains first appeared in a publication of a Russian mathematician Andrei An-

dreevich Markov in 1906 [33]. A process is defined as a Markov process when, given the 

r-dimensional normal density of random variables (𝑋1, 𝑋2, … , 𝑋𝑟) if for, k ≤ 𝑟 the condi-

tional density of 𝑋𝑘  for given 𝑋1, 𝑋2, … , 𝑋𝑘−1 is identical with the conditional density of 

𝑋𝑘  for given𝑋𝑘−1. The POIs are a finite set, and such a finite-state Markov processes is 

also called Markov chains. In simpler words  a Markov chain is a stochastic process 

whose conditional probability function satisfies the memoryless property [34, p. 194]. The 

term memoryless means that at any time instant all the future states of the system are only 

dependent on the current state and are independent of all the previous (or historical states). 

Mathematically a system can be considered memoryless given the random variables 

𝑋1, 𝑋2, … , 𝑋𝑟 if and only if 

I. 𝐸(𝑋𝑘  | 𝑋1, 𝑋2, … , 𝑋𝑘−1) = 𝐸(𝑋𝑘 | 𝑋𝑘−1)  for all k ≤ 𝑟 …(i) 

II. 𝜌𝑗𝑘 =  𝜌𝑗,𝑘−1𝜌𝑘−1,𝑘   for j ≤v ≤ k ≤ r, where 𝜌𝑗𝑘  is the correlation coefficient for 

bivariate random variables …(ii) 

Equation (i) uses the conditional probability [35, p. 97]. It states that the probability of 

moving to the state k, given that the system previously went through k-1 states where k-

1th state is the latest state, is the same as the probability of moving to the next state k, 

given that the system is in the state k-1. This in essence describes a memoryless system 

where all the previous states, except the most recent state, can be ignored since they do 

not provide any additional information in determining the next state of the system. 
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Figure 2.15 is an example of a memoryless system, thus a simple Markov chain. The 

system has three states A, B and C. The arrows represent state transitions and the number 

adjacent to each state is the probability of transitioning from one state to another. It can 

be seen that the sum of all possible transition probabilities is equal to 1 and it is also 

possible to end up in the same state. The system is memoryless because every next tran-

sition is only dependent on the current state and the transition probabilities associated 

with that state. The next state transition is independent of the starting time, the starting 

state and the number of previous state transitions. 

 

Figure 2.15 A Markov Chain model 

Hence to form a simple Markov chain three parameters need to be defined. These param-

eters are the states of the system, the transition probabilities and the starting point or the 

initial state. These three parameters can be used to calculate the next immediate state or 

n-future states of the system with a certain degree of confidence based on the calculated 

probability values. In the case of mobility traces, the previous data can be used to formu-

late similar Markov chains for every user. 

From the available data the POIs are extracted. These POIs will be the states of the model, 

similarly transition probabilities of going from one state to another are calculated, this 

can be thought of as training of the model. Now having the complete Markov model we 

can calculate the probabilities of ending up in any state (a POI) and use it to predict the 

next point of interest of the user. This approach is very intuitive because the human mo-

bility can be thought of as a Markov process as people normally have only few frequented 

locations (POIs), making the transitions discrete and the transition to the next state is 

independent of the previous state. Since most of the times information about previous 

locations are of little or no use in predicting the next POI. Take the example of a university 

teacher if the teacher leaves for the university every day at 7:00 am then given the history, 
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it can be said that the most probable point of interest for prediction on Thursday 7:00 am 

is the university. It is irrelevant where the teacher was at last night.  

Markov chains can be classified into different types based upon how a problem is trans-

lated to a Markov problem and vice versa. The simple Markov chain of figure 1 is the 

most basic form and also referred to as Markov-Chain Model. Some complications may 

be present in this model but the basic requirement for a model to be Markov-Chain Model 

is that all the states are directly observable. Hidden Markov Model(HMM) is another type 

of Markov model where the system is not directly observable[35, p. 256]. In such models 

indirect observation of a state is possible by observing some other random variable which 

is then used to estimate the state of the system. Figure 2.16 is an example of a HMM; the 

states are represented as random variables 𝑋0, 𝑋1, 𝑋2,𝑋3 and these states are not directly 

observable. The state can be known by making observations on the system e.g. if 𝑌2 is 

observed it is known then that the system is in state𝑋2. 

 

Figure 2.16 A Hidden Markov chain model 

 

Another variation of the Markov model, which in essence is an extension of the HMM, is 

the Mixed Markov model (MMM). This model has an unobservable parameter similar to 

a HMM but the unobservable parameter is fixed at the time of transition. This means that 

unlike a HMM where the next transition is affected by only a specific observed state, in 

a MMM the next state can be affected by a combination or mixture of observed states. A 

MMM such as one presented in Figure 2.17 can better model a process since there is some 

flexibility in which model generates the state transition. Hence it gives more flexibility at 

the cost of greater complexity in modeling a process.[8]  
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Figure 2.17 Mixed Markov Chain Model [8] 

These Markov models have been analyzed and tested to find the best suited model to 

solve the problem. The work of  [6], [31], [36] uses the most basic Markov-Chain model. 

Hidden Markov Model are used in [7] and Mixed Markov Model are implemented in [8]. 

As clustering of POIs is the first step for using a Markovian approach the results can vary 

with type of clustering technique and assumptions about the data set. Although Markov 

Models perform satisfactorily for available data sets but they will fail to predict the next 

point of interest if it is the first time a user visits the location. This, combined with the 

fact that huge amounts of data preparation or data mining is required on datasets brings a 

certain amount of disadvantage to these predictors. Overall such models are mathemati-

cally simple but discretization of states and transitions can be challenging in cases where 

discrete boundaries are not easily identifiable. This can greatly affect accuracy and results 

of the model. 

2.3.2 Machine Learning 

Another approach to analyze the human mobility which has been presented by researches 

can broadly be termed as Machine Learning (ML).  ML compared to Markov chains [33] 

is a relatively new field. The term machine learning was coined by Arthur Samuel in 1959 

[37]. He defined machine learning as the study of making the computers learn without 

explicitly programming them. The term machine learning encompasses a broad range of 

mathematical methods and computing techniques but all of these methods and techniques 

have their basis in statistical theory [38]. In general ML helps in building mathematical 

models without any prior knowledge of a system or process for which the model is con-

structed. This is a data driven approach where available data is used to generate models. 

The accuracy of such models is highly dependent on the amount and quality of the data. 

The ML based models can range from very simple to very complex based on type of 

technique used in building that model. Some of the most common machine learning tech-

niques which are relevant to this thesis are introduced below. 

I. Decision Tree Learning 

A decision tree can most simply be defined as an acyclic graph [39]. It is represented 

graphically and has a tree like structure. The starting point which is also known as the 
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root is always fixed. It consists of nodes and edges, where each node describes an attribute 

while the edges are the decisions based on each attribute. Figure 2.18 shows a simple 

decision tree. In this tree the first node which is blue in color is the root. Each nodes 

corresponds to an input variable value whereas the arrows are decisions or observations. 

The last node also known as the leaf node is the target value given that the input variables 

have the values in the path from the root to that specific leaf. 

As can be seen from Figure 2.18 the risk of having a heart attack is predicted with a simple 

decision tree. There are two input variables age and medical history. At each node a de-

cision is taken based on the value of an input variable to arrive at the leaf node. The 

training of this classifier is mostly done in a recursive manner and the tree is itself con-

structed by splitting data at each splitting step. The attribute or variable to split can be 

selected in a number of ways and to achieve certain criteria such as accuracy or tree depth 

or a combination of both. [40] 

Decision tree based learning is a form of supervised learning. Conceptually they are very 

intuitive, training is not complicated, meaning that they are easy to troubleshoot and the 

classification is very fast [41]. But these work well with binary classification and can run 

into problems such as overfitting if the depth of a tree increases too much. 

 

Figure 2.18 Decision Tree 

II. Bayesian Networks 

Another type of graphical model this type of classification is based on the Bayes’ formula 

and uses probability theory at its core. Also known as the directed graphical model [42]. 
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Such networks are based on cyclic graphs which are constructed from the probability 

density functions of variables.  

Figure 2.19 shows a simple directed graphical model. Let the joint probability of the three 

variables a, b and c be given by equation (2-1). For each condition distribution arrows 

can be drawn connected the nodes [42]. 

𝑷(𝒂, 𝒃, 𝒄) = 𝑷(𝒄|𝒂, 𝒃)𝑷(𝒃|𝒂)𝑷(𝒂)   (2-1)[42] 

 

Figure 2.19 A Directed Graphical Model 

In such networks the probability of being in a certain node can be obtained if the proba-

bilities of the variables are known and their joint probabilities are calculable. The training 

of the model gives the possibility of directly finding the probabilities of the variables 

which in the case of an ML problem is the input variables. The joint probabilities can be 

estimated from the data using the maximum likelihood approach [43]. 

III. Cluster Analysis 

As indicated by its name this technique involves partitioning data into groups or segments 

[44]. This is a form of unsupervised learning where no target outputs are known but the 

data is only clustered based on the input variables. Figure 2.20 shows an example of clus-

tering; where data is plotted against two variables and then plotted data is split into two 

segments based on some cost function. 

There are different algorithm developed for clustering of data. Two most common ones 

are k-Means clustering and hierarchical clustering. The difference between these two 

clustering techniques is that in k-Means the data is split such that the distance from the 

centroid (mean) of each cluster to the data points in that cluster is minimized [45]. While 

in hierarchical clustering the clustering is done at each layer and distance from one data 
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point to its closest data point are calculated. In the end a tree or dendrogram is formed 

[46]. 

 

Figure 2.20 Clustering of data [44] 

Clustering is also commonly used in data mining problems. In machine learning applica-

tion its use is mostly restricted to unsupervised learning. But clustering can also be used 

as an initial step in a supervised learning problem. 

IV. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) 

Artificial neural networks were inspired by the neural networks. The work on ANNs 

started in 1940s when a learning hypothesis, also known as Hebbian Learning, was de-

veloped by D.O. Hebb [47]. The basic idea of an ANN is to mimic the function of human 

brain, which is a combination of billions of neurons [48]. But for each action or reaction 

that humans display only a limited number of neurons are stimulated. Thus every neuron 

in the brain is trained to be stimulated for a specific input. 

In the similar manner an ANN can contain numerous neurons but they are trained in such 

a manner so that for every input to the network the neurons react differently. The training 

of an ANN is responsible for each neuron to output a certain value based on the input it 

receives. When training an ANN, data is provided to it and with the help of a cost function 

the training is done such that each neuron has a weight associated to it. By many training 

epochs these weights are tuned to provide a target output value. 
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Figure 2.21 shows an ANN which has 4 input variables. Each of these variables is fed 

into the neurons of the hidden layers. There can be many hidden layers based on the 

complexity of the network. The outputs of the final hidden layer is summed up and given 

as the output layer. The output layer can have more than one neurons, this number is equal 

to the number of classes. 

 

Figure 2.21 An Artificial Neural Network [49] 

V. Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) 

An adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system is an extension of a neural network but since 

it combines concepts of fuzzy reasoning, this technique deserves a separate explanation. 

Contrary to binary logic fuzzy logic gives the possibility to have many values between 0 

and 1. This gives fuzzy reasoning the strength of having many levels of truth and false 

e.g. there is a possibility to have partial truths where the value of the truth can be any 

value between entirely true and entirely false [50]. There are three steps involved in fuzzy 

reasoning [50].  

1. The first step is to fuzzify the input variables. This is done by converting the var-

iables into membership functions.  

2. The second step is to use the fuzzified inputs and with the help of predefined rules 

obtain the fuzzy outputs.  

3. The final step is to de-fuzzify the fuzzy output functions to get crisp output values.  

The above concept of fuzzy reasoning when combined with ANNs give rise to ANFIS. 

In such systems the three steps of fuzzy reasoning are followed but the neural networks 

are introduced in step 2. Generally fuzzification of input variables can be done using fixed 

membership functions and a rule-base but in ANFIS step 2 is altered so that the rules base 
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is adaptive to the output variables. The training step in ANFIS is used to fit the rules so 

that the desired training outputs can be obtained. It can be said that instead of tuning the 

weights of a neural network in ANFIS the tuning of rules takes place such that an error 

threshold for the training output can be obtained. 

 

Figure 2.22 A typical ANFIS structure for two inputs, two rules and one output [51] 

Figure 2.22 shows an ANIFS structure. The input variables are x and y, the output f is 

given for a single class problem and can be mathematically be calculated from equation 

(2-2) [51]. 

𝒇 =
𝒘𝟏

𝒘𝟏 + 𝒘𝟐
𝒇𝟏 +  

𝒘𝟐

𝒘𝟏 + 𝒘𝟐
𝒇𝟐  (2-2) 

The de-fuzzification of the output function as represented in equation (2-2) is done by the 

Takagi-Sugeno-Kang method and can be better explained by Figure 2.23. 

 

Figure 2.23 1st Order Sugeno Fuzzy Model [52] 
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Compared to Markov-chains based approach, not too much work has been done where 

classical machine learning techniques are employed to solve the problem of predicting 

the next point of interest of a user. Some studies have taken a machine learning based 

approach to identify patterns in user mobility but they tend to focus on other application 

areas like finding people with similar interests [53]. The most extensive work done in this 

domain that is by [54]. In their research the authors have developed and applied machine 

learning based solution to the problem of predicting the next place a user will visit based 

on instantaneous information and previous trajectory data. They were the winning team 

in Nokia’s Mobile Data Challenge for the Next-Place Prediction task. Their research 

shows application of various machine learning techniques like decision trees, Bayesian 

networks and Neural networks to solve the problem and then also suggested possibility 

of making hybrid-predictors. Majority of the researchers have used the hybrid approach 

where they combine different machine learning techniques with Markov chains to obtain 

next place predictors. Works of [2], [9], [53] show this approach. 

2.4 Semantic Information 

As a final outcome each point of interest can be defined as a tuple P (coordinates, 

Tarv,Tdep). This is the least amount of information required to define a POI. In order to 

improve the results the researchers have tried to add semantic information to the extracted 

POI. In most cases the motivation to move from one place to another is always inspired 

by the context. In [55] the researchers present the problem of location prediction sepa-

rately from location recommendation no matter how similar both seem. They categorize 

the movement of people into three categories. Geographic-triggered Intentions (GI), Tem-

poral-triggered Intentions (TI) and Semantic-triggered Intentions (SI). As the name indi-

cates, GI intentions are those where a user’s next point of interest is dictated by his/her 

current location only, for example if a user is travelling in a train their next predicted 

location will be the next train station on the way. In Temporal-triggered Intentions the 

user’s activity or mobility is dependent on the time of the day; for example on a weekday  

evening, a person is more likely to go home. The third type, SI are the intentions that are 

actually physical geographical locations but the cause for visiting those locations can be 

better explained as semantic information. For example, if a person leaves their office 

every day at noon for lunch and go to a different restaurant. By observing the data we can 

know in advance what time the user is most likely to leave the office but we cannot be 

certain about the activity that person undertakes after leaving the office. This may result 

in an inaccurate prediction or recommendation. But if we can find semantic information 

about their place of visit, which in this example would be to that the user visits a restaurant 

at noon, we can make a better prediction of the next POI. 

The earlier discussed Markov Models were mostly GI based with different ways of clus-

tering but attempts have been made to add more dimensions to these models, in [31] re-

searchers tried to combine GI and TI in their predictors and reported better performance. 
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Similarly, [55] and [32] tried to combine all three categorizes in their spatiotemporal-

geographic predictors. [55] claimed to outperform existing state-of-the-art predictors, 

whereas [31] focused on understanding and categorizing user types based on the data 

which can be used for better and targeted recommendations. It should be mentioned here 

that [55] used a tree based approach to find similarity between a user’s own previous 

trajectories and/or others users trajectories to predict the next location with maximum 

probability but they had to first carry out extensive data-mining to prepare the data. It can 

be easily concluded that the more intentions (GI, TI, and SI) we add to the system the 

more data-mining or preparation is required. 

2.4.1 Activity Recognition 

Obtaining this semantic information is not a trivial task. Semantic information can be 

anything ranging from the emotional state of the person to the type of location visited. 

Since we are interested in the activities a user performs so we limit the semantic infor-

mation to the nature of activity a user performs. Knowing the activity type provides rele-

vant semantic information. In most cases this semantic information is correlated to the 

geographic information as well. Hence by knowing the semantic information we can 

cover both GI and SI triggered movements. Apart from that having this semantic infor-

mation can widen the range of recommendations that can be provided to a user. This is a 

very important use, since today’s technology is very focused on customizing user experi-

ence. 

Once again there are a huge number of possibilities available on how to recognize a per-

son’s activity. The research in the activity recognition domain is primarily focuses on data 

gathered from sensors that can closely monitor a human being. This data can be gathered 

from wearables or from smart phone accelerometers. This sort of activity recognition 

shows promising results. But when we try to identify activities from timestamped GPS 

coordinates it can pose many challenges. The greatest challenge is that a person can per-

form activity without any movement or with minimum movement. Such activities are 

impossible to detect by monitoring GPS data. So in this text the focus in only on activities 

that involve moving from one place to another. This makes the task somewhat easier since 

the focus is to identify only the activities performed at the extracted POI. 

The most common approach used for all type of activity recognitions is based on ML 

techniques. Activity recognition from GPS coordinates only is not done by many re-

searchers. The most similar work is done in [2] where the researchers have used clustering 

on GSM tower based location data. Most researchers working with activity recognition 

and GPS data also use other data sources to obtain better estimates. A brief introduction 

of ML techniques has already been provided. In the coming chapters same techniques 

will be demonstrated and used for activity recognition and activity forecasting. 
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3. APPROACH 

As discussed in chapter two, there are two main approaches used to solve the problem of 

forecasting user activities. First one is the classical approach of Markov Chains and the 

second one is the relatively new data-driven approach of Machine Learning. In the initial 

phase both of these techniques are employed to identify the most suitable method for 

activity forecasting. This section details the approach employed to solve the problem. 

3.1 Point of Interest Extraction 

The initial step for the above-mentioned techniques is the datamining. It is used to extract 

certain information or features from the datasets. The most important information is the 

point of interests of a user. 

While logging GPS data we receive hundreds of thousands of traces of a user. Finding 

the points where a user actually spends their time can be a challenging task. Especially 

with time series data where there is no segregation of different trajectories. In order to 

overcome this problem, first the traces are split into trajectories. This is done based on 

some threshold value of time. So for example if two consecutive traces have a time dif-

ference of a few hours then clearly they represent two different trajectories. 

 

Figure 3.1 Splitting traces into trajectories. 

Figure 3.1 shows an example of 5 consecutive traces of a user. It can be seen that there is 

a significant time difference between t3 and t4. Even though the data is continuous, this 

implies that either the user spent a significant amount of time at point 3 or there was a 

break in data collection. In both the cases trace 3 marks the end of one trip or trajectory 

and trace 4 the start of a new one. The time threshold to split trajectories can be set to any 

desired value and is calculated as t4 – t3. This step helps us to reduce the number of pro-

cessing points while calculating the points of interest. 
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To extract points of interests from the trajectories the most common approach is to find 

clusters within the dataset. There are many clustering techniques available and these are 

presented in chapter 2 of this text. For finding points of interest the approach used is 

presented here. Figure 2.14represents a series of consecutive points p1, p2 ,…. p8, these 

are the GPS traces with a time associated with each point. It can be seen that the first two 

and last two points are merely part of a trajectory or in other words fly-by points; they do 

not hold any significance to us apart from telling us the path a user took to reach the stay 

point and the path they took after leaving the stay point.  

How to identify points p3 – p6 can be a trivial but computationally exhaustive task. In 

order to identify a location as a stay point the following two criteria need to be met: 

A stay point S, is a collection of traces P (where P = {pm, pm+1,…,pn}), where ˅ m < i ≤ n, 

1. Distance (pm,pi) ≤ Dthreshold and 

2. |pn.T – pm.T | ≥ Tthreshold 

The point S can be defined as S = (Lat,Lng,Tarv,Tdep), where Lat and Lng is the average of 

all the points from m to n and Tarv and Tdep represent the times of arrival and departure to 

the point S. 

The Dthreshold and Tthreshold are the input parameters for the algorithm to extract stay points 

from a series of GPS traces. Distance (pm,pi) is a function written to find the distance 

between two points. The latitude and longitude values are not linear across the globe, so 

in order to find the distance between two points with given latitudes and longitudes a 

conversion to polar coordinates is done. 

This customized algorithm is a variant of DBSCAN algorithm. Since we are dealing with 

two parameters, time and distance, a 2-dimensional DBSCAN is implemented. The com-

plexity of this algorithm is not the best and it can be in the O(n2) range in this implemen-

tation. This is not a good option in computational terms since we are dealing with thou-

sands of data points. But DBSCAN still offers an advantage over other clustering algo-

rithms.  

Other clustering algorithms such as hierarchical clustering and partitioning clustering 

have also been tested but they give poor results due to their inherited constraints. For 

example, hierarchical clustering is hard to implement for two dimensional data and also 

cannot handle noise as well as density based clustering algorithms. Partitioning based 

clustering poses a big challenge that it requires us to specify the number of clusters we 

want to split a dataset into. This means that the number of POI that we identify are same 

for every user, which is not possible. Grid-based clustering has certain advantages when 

dealing with large datasets, because in such algorithms some discretization of data is 

done. This can reduce the computational time by a great amount. But it can also lead to 

loss of important information.  
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In conclusion, all the algorithms require specifying some sort of threshold values and the 

performance of the algorithm is greatly affected by those threshold values. So based on 

the outcome of the custom DBSCAN algorithm and also the fact that it is most commonly 

used technique in the problem of POI extraction, it was decided to use this algorithm. 

Certain parameters are calculated for each point of interest, these are the time a certain 

point was entered, the time spent at that point and the radius of that point. These values 

are used in the later stages. 

3.2 Grouping Similar Points of Interest 

After finding all the points of interest for one user we need to identify the similar points 

of interest. One challenge while working with GPS trajectories is that the coordinates 

logged by a GPS device can never be 100 % precise or accurate. Hence, we can have 

slightly different GPS readings from a similar point. This along with variation in sampling 

rate can cause differences in readings even though they are taken from a same point. In 

order to overcome this problem, the two POI are thought to be similar if the user visited 

them within a specified time difference and they lie only a specific distance from each 

other.  

This can be explained better from an example. Consider Activity A, this activity repre-

sents a work place, the user started this activity at 8:15 am and the radius of the activity 

is 9 m and the center point is the mean of all the GPS traces. Similarly, on another day 

Activity B is detected which occurred at 8:48 am and the mean calculated for the activity 

is 10 m away from that of center of Activity A. This can happen due to the inaccuracy of 

the GPS device and human behavior. So keeping the precision of the GPS device in view 

both activities A and B are identified as similar activities or the points are classified as 

similar a POI. The new point of interest is calculated as a mean of the GPS traces from 

activity A and B and the start of the activity is the earliest start time of the two activities. 

Calculation of a new mean by merging two or more POI brings forward another problem. 

The radius of the new point of interest can grow by a very large amount and this growing 

radius can cause other POI to merge with each other. This causes loss of information since 

in the end we are left with one big point of interest with little information.  

To solve this problem a new approach is used. Since it is observed that most GPS points 

are concentrated close to the mean of a point of interest and a sparse population of points 

farther away from the mean is contributing to very large POI radii; an activity radius 

reduction method is used. This is done by using the Chebyshev’s inequality. A 50% con-

fidence interval is selected for each point and the new radius is calculated. This enables 

in pointing to a location with more accuracy than before. Equation (3-1) shows the Che-

byshev’s inequality.  

𝑷(|𝒙| ≥  𝜺) ≤
𝑬(𝒙𝟐)

𝜺𝟐    (3-1) 
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It can be seen from Figure 3.2 that after calculating the 50% confidence ellipse the points 

outside the ellipse are discarded but the mean is not affected to any significant amount. 

 

Figure 3.2 The 50% confidence ellipse plotted for the traces of one stay point. [4] 

After grouping similar activities or POI some information is also obtained for each activ-

ity. This information is utilized in further analysis of the points. Consider an activity point 

P, containing n number of latitude and longitude readings and equal number of time val-

ues. The information that is collected from this activity point is given in Table 1.  

Table 1. Extracted information for an activity point 

Mean of each activity (Center point of P) 
CP(lat,lng) =( 

∑ 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑖

𝑛
, 

∑ 𝑙𝑛𝑔𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑖

𝑛
) 

Start time of an activity Tstart = min(t1,t2,…,tn) 

Total time spent at the activity point Ttotal = Tstart – max(t1,t2,…,tn) 

Frequency of visit Initialize i = 0 

For each visit i = i +1 

Radius of activity point R = max(Dist*(lati , latcp,lngi , lngcp) 

where i ≤ 1 to n) 

*Dist(lat1,lat2,lng1,lng2) is a function that 

calculates the displacement between the 

coordinates of two points 
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3.3 Activity Recognition 

As discussed in chapter 2, having some semantic information about a certain set of coor-

dinates can better help in understanding user mobility behavior. Better understanding of 

mobility patterns can in-turn help in forecasting the next activity or location of interest. 

Keeping this in mind some sort of activity labels can be attached to each point of interest. 

These labels are based on the activity a user might perform at a point. It is worth men-

tioning that, one point of interest can have more than one labels based on different users 

mobility patterns. 

Since the information available is only about time and geographical location it is hard to 

have accurate semantic information about a certain place. Keeping the sparsity of data in 

view a very simple approach is adopted for activity recognition. The first step is to decide 

on the most common activity labels. Based on literature and intuition four to five activity 

labels are selected. These are given in below in Table 2Error! Reference source not 

found. 

Table 2. List of activity labels 

Activity 1 At work 

Activity 2 At home 

Activity 3 Leisurely activity 

Activity 4 Shopping/chores 

Activity 5 Dine out 

The approach used for activity recognition is very intuitive. It tries to mimic human in-

terpretation in a rule-based manner. For example if it is known that a person spends on 

average eight to twelve hours of their day in a place, then most likely that place is their 

home. Similarly if someone spends 30 to 60 minutes at a point of interest during noon, 

then that place is most likely where they eat lunch. These assumptions can go wrong in 

certain cases but based on a weighted average methodology it is easy to identify majority 

of the activities. In some cases activity 3 (leisurely activity) and activity 4 (chores) are 

very similar since they are performed during same time of the day and can take equal 

amount of time hence for final implementation they are grouped into one label. 

Once these labels are finalized a rule based identification technique is used. Theory of 

fuzzy sets offers great help in implementing such an approach. One advantage of using a 

fuzzy approach is that no point is 100% labelled with one label and over time the most 

frequent labels get more weightage. Another advantage is in order to train an Adaptive 
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Neuro Fuzzy System if no training data is available. Some generic rules can be used to 

train the system. The outcome of this generic fuzzy model is further discussed in the next 

chapter. It is also easy to use different models and rules for each user since the parameters 

are fairly less and easy to train on. So in an ideal case each user has a set of POI where 

each point has a label associated with it. These labels and the available data can be used 

to train the ANFIS model which can then output the activity that user might undertake at 

a certain time of the day. This system can scale well for many users and once every user 

has their trained ANFIS model the generic model can be discarded. 

Having identified user activities it can be easier to forecast which POI the user travels to 

next. For example, if it is known that a certain user goes out at 9:00 pm on Fridays; in 

order to forecast their activity for Friday 9:00 pm all the activities labelled as leisure can 

be given high weightage. This approach will improve the chances of accurate forecasting 

and can improve user experience by suggesting other similar leisure places. 

It is important to point out that for activity recognition only two parameters are used as 

input. These are the start time of an activity and the time spent at the activity point. The 

output label is associated to the mean of each activity point. 

3.4 Building Mobility Model with Training Data 

The next step after extracting the information and attaching labels to different POI is to 

use that data to model the forecasting problem. As discussed in chapter two, there are two 

approaches that can be taken to set up the problem solution. Both of the approaches were 

studied and are discussed below. 

3.4.1 Markov Chains 

Theory of Markov Chains (MC) was presented in chapter two. This section describes the 

way the MC are built. In order to form MC we need states and transitions. The most basic 

MC can be formed by setting the coordinates of POI as states and calculate the transitions 

from one state to another. Calculating transition probabilities from one state to another 

requires the discretization of the states. This discretization is required so that all the POI 

that are within a few meters from each other are clustered into one point. Without dis-

cretization there is a chance that POI that are a few meters apart are taken as different 

states. This results in incorrect calculation of transition probabilities. 

To solve this problem, a hierarchical clustering algorithm is used to discretize the origins 

(start) and destinations (end) of each trajectory. After this step the probabilities of moving 

from one state to another are calculated. These probabilities can be represented in the 

form of a matrix and are also known as state transition matrix. Table 3, shows an example 

of the state transition matrix. 
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Table 3. State transition matrix of traveling from one location to another 

 Location 1 Location 2 Location 3 

Location 1 0 3/10 7/10 

Location 2 4/6 0 2/6 

Location 3 3/5 2/5 0 

In order to test if there are better ways to make the MC, another approach is also tested. 

In the second approach the discretization of times is done and the states are formed based 

on time and the destination. Hence the transition probabilities are calculated based on the 

time a transition is made to the destination state. Table 4 shows the transition probabilities 

of travelling to a specific location against each time value.  

Table 4. State transition matrix of travelling to a location at a given time 

 Location 1 Location 2 Location 3 

t1 0 4/10 6/10 

t2 5/6 0 1/6 

t3 3/5 2/5 0 

The approach of MC offers the option to customize certain parameters as per requirement, 

it also makes easy to calculate the conditional probabilities and add weights to all the 

states.  

3.4.2 Neural Networks 

When using neural networks there is no need to calculate the transition probabilities in 

any way. In this approach only the discretization of the start and end points needs to be 

done. After that the training is performed so that the neural network can train itself and 

the results of the training can be checked to see how well the system performed. 

Using neural networks offers a slight disadvantage that once the network is trained it will 

provide the output and adding further weight or rule based parameters is not so easy. But 

on the other hand it offers faster performance. The results of both the approaches are 

discussed in detail in the next two chapters. 
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3.5 Activity Forecasting 

After the modeling step is completed the actual forecasting of the activity or next POI 

needs to be done. This is fairly simple compared to the previous steps. In case of neural 

networks we just need to have the current location and time. These values are discretized 

to the nearest point in the time-space grid and input it to the trained neural network and 

an output is obtained.  

In case of MC, we have two options on how to proceed. The first option is to simply use 

the transition probabilities of Table 3 or 4. Knowing the current location and time, the 

maximum likelihood can be estimated for the next transition. For this purpose using 

Bayes’ Theorem of equation (3-2) is a natural choice. 

𝑷(𝑨|𝑩) =
𝑷(𝑩|𝑨).𝑷(𝑨)

𝑷(𝑩)
   (3-2)[56] 

This is also called conditional probability and it gives a relationship between the proba-

bility of an event occurring before an observation is made P(A) and after an observation 

is made P(A|B). So in this case P(A|B) is the probability of transitioning to state A when 

we know that the previous observed state was B, P(B|A) is the probability of a transition 

happening, which is computed from the transition probability matrix and P(A) which is 

the prior probability or the probability of being in state A when no other information is 

available. This approach is somewhat simple but the forecast accuracy can be further im-

proved by utilizing the semantic information that was obtained about a user and their 

mobility patterns.  

In order to utilize that data, another table can be constructed for the most likely places a 

person visits at a certain time of the day. For example if it is known that a user performs 

some leisurely activity during the evening hence all similar POI can be given more 

weightage while making the forecast. This will improve the accuracy of the system as 

well as improve user experience.  
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4. IMPLEMENTATION 

This chapter explains building of a use case, the datasets selection and implementation of 

the approach of the previous chapter. 

4.1 Use Case and Datasets 

The type of data selected for a data-driven analysis can significantly affect the results. It 

is generally believed that bigger amount of data will result in higher accuracy. Although 

this is true to some extent but the statement is not absolutely correct. There are other 

factors that also affect the accuracy of the results. The diversity of data plays an important 

role in data-driven analysis. It is important that outliers are represented in the dataset. Due 

to this reason, due importance should be given to selection of a dataset. 

The development of use case requires selection of a dataset and testing of the imple-

mented approach on that dataset. A rich dataset of users with their GPS tracks is not very 

easy to find. Such data is either not shared by people or if shared, it is not made publically 

available due to privacy concerns. An ideal dataset should be collected by round the clock 

location tracking of users. This is not possible in practice but some datasets are available 

which contain enough data to analyze a user’s mobility pattern. 

The use case involved reading in a dataset, pre-processing it and splitting it into training 

and testing data, with a percentage of 80% and 20% respectively. The training data is 

used to train the predictor. The testing data features are used to forecast an output location. 

This forecasted value is compared to the actual output of test data. If it is close to the 

actual value the forecast is considered as accurate. This is done for all the test data and in 

the end a percentage accuracy is calculated. 

Due to constraints a single dataset might offer three datasets were used for testing the 

proposed system. This also provides a chance to better understand the forecasting system 

and validate how well it can generalize for different datasets. The problem of using dif-

ferent datasets is that the separate sub-routines need to be written for pre-processing and 

cleaning each dataset. This is because the data collection process is different for all the 

three datasets. 

4.1.1 GeoLife GPS Trajectories 

This GPS trajectories dataset was collected by Microsoft Asia for a project called Geolife. 

It contains trajectories of users based in China mostly Beijing. It was collected over a 

period of over 3 years and contains 182 users [57]. It is made publically available by 

Microsoft. 
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In total the dataset contains 17,621 trajectories which represent data collection of more 

than 48,000 hours. When combined together the data represents 1.2 million kilometers of 

travel logs. The data was collected using different devices including GPS loggers and 

AGPS supported phones. Due to variation of recording devices the sampling rates vary 

but 91% of the trajectories are dense i.e. data is logged every 1 – 5 seconds or 5 – 10 

meters. The trajectories are available in .plt file format and contains the latitude, longi-

tude, altitude (if available), number of days passed since 30.12.1899, date and time. Some 

users have also labelled the mode of transport in their journeys but that information is 

redundant. [57]  

 

Figure 4.1 An example of GeoLife dataset [3], [29], [58] 

4.1.2 Mobile Data Challenge (MDC) Dataset  

This dataset was collected as part of a research initiative of IDIAP and Nokia Research. 

This dataset is a huge collection of mobile data which includes logs of different mobile 

processes including call logs, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi connections, media files accessed, 

calendars, GPS data and many other events. 80 users took part in the data collection phase 

and all of them were based in Switzerland, focused around the city Lausanne. 

Due to the privacy of users the administrators of this dataset are careful in making the 

dataset available for research purposes only. Due to this precaution the dataset was pro-

vided upon a personal request to the administrators and only relevant data was provided. 

This means that only GPS traces of users with timestamps and accuracy of the traces was 

provided. The data available was in the Matlab supported file format, .mat. Further details 

of this dataset can be found at [59], [60]. 
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4.1.3 Google Maps 

Google collects data from users whenever Google services are used. To use Google Maps1 

services from a smart phone it becomes essential to share the user location. Google pro-

vides its users to save the location history on a cloud and watch the mobility history in a 

feature called timeline. This data can also be downloaded by the data owners from the 

web2. 

The data is available for download in two formats .kml and .json. The data can be very 

rich with Google’s own analytics added to it. But the basic data consists of timestamped 

GPS coordinates and altitude. There might be other data available such as speed, acceler-

ation or activity. The sampling time of this data is not constant as it changes based on the 

activity. The system is smart enough to not log GPS data when there is no change in 

position. This along with the fact that the service runs in the background helps in con-

serving battery and logging only important data. 

For this thesis location data of some researchers of FAST-Lab3 was used with their con-

sent to make analysis of their mobility histories. 

 

Figure 4.2 Sample from Google Maps data 

The implementation was carried out in two parts. The first part was the development and 

testing of the algorithm and the second part was the deployment of the system. 

                                                
1 https://www.google.fi/maps 
2 https://takeout.google.com/settings/takeout 
3 http://www.tut.fi/en/fast/ 
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4.2 Algorithm Development 

In the initial phase, there was a need to find a convenient way to implement the approach 

explained in the previous chapter. The reason to do this is that, it helps in comparing 

results of different algorithms. It also makes it possible to focus on designing algorithms 

rather than getting stuck in the details of implementation. MATLAB fits to these require-

ments perfectly. Its free license for students and educational institutes also makes it a 

good choice for analyzing and improving the actual algorithms. MATLAB has certain 

built-in toolboxes that take away the problems of computations and low level implemen-

tations. This helps in focusing on the original problem.  

The implementation of this thesis was started in MATLAB4 version R2016b and later 

completed in version R2017b. There was no significant difference in the two versions for 

the toolboxes used but the newer version promises better implementation of built-in func-

tions. Below a brief description of how the algorithms were implemented is given. 

4.2.1 Activity Recognition 

As explained in the last section, the most important part of activity recognition is to iden-

tify activities from a huge amount of GPS coordinates. This part is also called points of 

interest extraction. To extract this information from the set of timestamped GPS coordi-

nates a subroutine is written. Algorithm 1 gives an overview of the subroutine. 

The first step is to clean the data from irrelevant information. Depending upon the data 

set there is a lot of useless information that can be discarded. Doing so helps in having 

smaller data arrays and matrices which makes data handling easer and processing faster. 

The outcome of this cleaning is that only GPS coordinates and timestamps are stored in 

a matrix. This matrix is then sorted with respect to time to ensure that the data is in a 

sequence. Next two loops are initiated to check if the traces qualify two conditions. These 

two conditions are: 

1. Distance between two consecutive GPS coordinates is less than 20m 

2. Time difference of two consecutive traces is more than 20 mins. 

If both the conditions are met, another loop is initiated to find all the consecutive traces 

where this condition is satisfied. Once all such points are found the index of those traces 

are saved in an array to identify a stay point. This is repeated for all the traces. 

                                                
4 https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html 
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Algorithm 1. Extracting stay points 

The next step is to find some information or properties of these identified stay points. 

These are mean of latitude and longitude values (center of the stay point), time of arrival 

at a stay point, time of departure from a stay point, number of GPS points recorded at a 

stay point, and radius of the stay point (distance from the center to the farthest point). 

After this all the similar stay points are grouped together by using the information from 

the previous step. From Algorithm 2, it can be seen how this is done. The main idea here 

is to identify the stay points which are overlapping with each other in terms of coordinates 

and have almost similar start and end time. For an activity to be classified as similar to 

another one the start time and end time of both can vary up to 1.5 hrs as a maximum. 

Once such stay points are identified their corresponding indexes are marked into a matrix 

of boolean values. Then, a masking array is created which finds indices of similar activi-

ties by applying the AND operator over the boolean matrix. The final outcome is obtained 

by taking a UNION of all indices from similar stay points and merging them. 
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Algorithm 2. Grouping similar activity points 

After the similar activities are identified, the properties of stay points are recomputed. 

These recomputed properties give important information about the stay points and the 

user behavior. Simply by knowing at what time a person goes to a certain place and how 

much time he/she spends there, we can start building a profile of the user. But in order to 

extract semantic information from the stay points we need certain specific labels for each 

stay point. This makes the process of activity recognition more quantitative. 

For this step a machine learning approach is used. Fuzzy Logic is a MATLAB toolbox 

which is used to formulate this problem as a fuzzy reasoning problem. The two variables 

used in this case are: 

1. time of arrival at a stay point and  

2. the time spent at a stay point.  

The stay points are assigned activity labels as according to Table 2. 

Based on these activity labels four outputs classes are defined, and an ANFIS is trained 

to predict the class label based on the two inputs provided to it. Due to lack of labelled 

data, another approach was used for predicting output labels using fuzzy reasoning. A 

generic FIS (fuzzy inference system) structure was created with some rules written based 

on most common human behavior. The membership functions were also adjusted, keep-

ing in view the output results. This FIS was capable of predicting output label classes 

based on the inputs provided. Once the output data was labelled using the fuzzy approach, 

these labels were fed back to the ANFIS model to train another FIS. This FIS model was 

then used for other researchers activity prediction. This technique is presented in [4]. 
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Figure 4.3 Fuzzy logic controller with two inputs and four outputs [4] 

 

 

(a) Membership functions for the generic FIS model 

 

 (b) an example of rules for the generic FIS model 

Figure 4.4 (a)-(b) Setting up of a generic FIS model [4] 

To visualize the output of the activity recognition algorithms a JavaScript code is written. 

This code plots the stay points, and the calculated radii on google maps. The information 

about the activity labels and the probability values are also shown on the map. Google 

maps API (application programming interface) is used for this purpose. 
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4.2.2 Activity Forecasting 

The next stage is to forecast the activity or point of interest of the user based on the con-

text. The context is the current time, location or both. For forecasting activities two ap-

proaches were put forward in the previous chapter.  

The algorithm for Markov chains based prediction is given below as Algorithm 3. 

 

Algorithm 3 Predictions by using Markov Chains 

The unique trajectories are found by checking the timestamps of the traces. If the 

timestamps are a few hours apart it means that they represent two different journeys. Once 

these trajectories are found their first points can be thought of as starting points for a new 

journey and the last points as the destination or ending point of a journey. Once these 

points are obtained they are discretized using a built-in function from MATLAB for hi-

erarchical clustering. The input to the function are points and the cutoff distance, which 

is the minimum distance to form a cluster. This discretizing is necessary for reducing the 

number of end points since the inaccuracy of GPS readings can cause one start point to 

be identified as many different end points. The cut-off value chosen in this case in ap-

proximately 20m. Once all the points are discretized the next step is to find the probability 

of being at a certain end point. This is also called the prior probability and it helps in 

computing the final probabilities. Once we have the probability values for being at every 

end point, we make the transition probability matrix for all the states (start and end 

points). This matrix represents the probabilities of transitioning from one start point to all 

the end points. Most of the values in this matrix are 0 as can be seen from Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5 Transition probability matrix 

After completion of this step the prediction system is trained to make predictions. In order 

to make a prediction the current context is input to the predictor. The predictor finds the 

closest discretized start point and obtains the transition probabilities from that start point 

to other locations. Then using the approach of Bayes’ Theorem, final probabilities are 

calculated. In the end, the maximum value of probability is found and the index for that 

value is noted. The index represents the discretized end point, which is then displayed as 

a prediction. 

The current context can be time or location or both. The algorithm given in Algorithm 3 

only shows predictions based on the current location. Similar approach can be used for a 

time-based predictor, by comparing the time current time to all the discretized time points. 

The other approach that was implemented and tested was that of Neural Networks. The 

data preparation algorithm is very similar to that used in the MC predictor. But it varies 

in the end. This can be seen from Algorithm 4. MATLAB offers an easy to use GUI for 

the neural networks toolbox which can be used to train a network with any number of 

layers or epochs and the code is auto generated. The neural network approach was not 

used in the final implementation due to its unimpressive results. 
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Algorithm 4 Prediction using neural networks 

4.3 Deployment of Algorithms as Web Services 

After designing and analyzing different algorithm, the next step is to identify the best 

predictor and deploy it as a web service. The advantage of doing this is that a web service 

can be deployed as a standalone application which can be integrated with other applica-

tions. This is truly how a distributed application should work.  

Having implemented the code in MATLAB there are two options. First is to use a licensed 

software from MATLAB known as a MATLAB production server. This software can be 

installed on any OS and can run MATLAB at runtime. The MATLAB code can be hosted 

in the server without any problems and exposed and consumed as a RESTful web service.  

The second option is to export the code using MATLAB Library Compiler to any other 

programming language such as C++ or Java and use it as a library in that language. The 

second approach seemed more feasible for the deployment as it offered more flexibility 

and a more standardized approach. The testing of the deployed system is done through 

Postman5 and Google Chrome6. 

4.3.1 Java and Spring  

It was decided to use Java for the final deployment. Using the MATLAB option to export 

the code as Java was used. The exported package was run and a jar was created ready for 

deployment. The jar was then installed using maven which helped in the dependency 

management. It is to be noted that using MATLAB code in Java requires importing the 

jar file for MATLAB Runtime as well. Online tutorials helped a lot in this phase. 

                                                
5 https://www.getpostman.com/ 
6 https://www.google.com/chrome/ 
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Once the packages were imported successfully to a Java project, the next step was to 

expose it as a RESTful web service. Spring offers an excellent framework to write REST-

ful web services. It uses an easy annotation-based approach to achieve this. It offers ex-

cellent security and integrity features as well. So it was decided to use the Spring frame-

work for the deployment.  

Based on the results it was decided to implement three web services. All these are POST 

methods. Where the payload is the traces of a user and different threshold values. De-

pending upon the service the result is then returned as a JSON string. The three imple-

mented web services are: 

1. Identify activities 

2. Train Markov Chains predictor 

3. Predict next location 

The web services were checked on a local host and generated results similar to those in 

MATLAB. 

 

Figure 4.6 Sequence diagram for making an HTTP request to a web service 
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4.3.2 Authentication 

While dealing with sensitive data it is very necessary to make sure that the right people 

have access to the data and only people authorized to use the web services can do so. If 

the prediction system is to be integrated to other applications it also needs to support the 

latest authentication methods used in the industry. 

To implement this authentication and authorization [61]mechanism there are two options. 

The first option is to develop a personal authentication and authorization server based on 

OpenID and OAuth standards [62]. The other option is to use an existing implementation 

of the authentication and authorization process. The second option is favored as it relies 

on specialized service providers to implement the standards and reduces chances of errors 

or loopholes. Another advantage is, as the authentication and authorization mechanisms 

advance and new standards are created, these service providers have to make sure that 

there solutions are up to date. Keeping this in view a third-party solution is used. Auth07 

was selected because it’s a well-known Identity Manager and offers free of charge service 

for up to 7000 active users. It provides a standalone authentication server which can be 

used to authenticate users and provide JSON Web Tokens [63] for making requests to an 

API. JSON Web Tokens are a safe way of transferring claims between two parties. 

There is a multiple number of options how to set up the authentication flow. Depending 

upon the application type and intended use Auth0 offers different authentication flows 

and software SDKs which can be used for easy setup of the authentication process. There 

is option for setting up flows for web apps and single page applications. But since the 

web services are only intended for consumption by an already existing software, the most 

suitable option is to use the backend/API option. This option is used to secure an existing 

API using Auth0 authentication server.  

Once the configuration is done from the Auth0 dashboard, the endpoints are configured 

in the Java. The Spring controller is already set up and only a properties file needs to be 

added to the project, which contains the domain and API credentials. 

                                                
7 https://auth0.com/ 
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Figure 4.7 Auth0 dashboard view for setting up an API, highlighted value is input in 

server configuration 

On starting the server and making request to the end points gives an Authentication Error, 

which means that the end points can only be accessed with a token. In order to receive 

the token a non-interactive client is setup from the dashboard and request is made to re-

ceive the token. Once the token is added to the POST request the desired response is 

received. 
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Figure 4.8 Auth0 dashboard for (non-interactive) client set-up, Client ID is sent with 

every request 

4.3.3 Encryption 

JSON web tokens are a good way to authenticate and authorize users but they do not 

ensure total security. If a token is intercepted on the way it can still be used by someone 

to impersonate a person. The best way to overcome this problem is to secure the commu-

nication flow between the client and the server. Using HTTPS instead of HTTP is the 

standard way to secure end to end communication. Since sensitive user data is also sent 

as a payload so it makes it even more important to encrypt the communication using 

HTTPS.  

Configuring this encrypted HTTPS communication is easily achievable with Spring. 

Spring offers the opportunity to run a server with HTTP or HTTPS option simply by 

writing a few configuration lines and adding the key store file to the project. 

For this implementation a private certificate was generated using Java’s built-in key store. 

The generated certificate when added to the request made to the API returns the correct 

response. If the certificate is not added it returns a warning about proceeding forward and 
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the risks associated with it. This warning is caused due to the fact that a private certificate 

is used and it cannot be verified by the certification authority (CA). 

Figure 4.9 shows a sequence diagram for making a request to the web service for identi-

fying activities. In the first step a request is made to the Auth0 authentication server to 

provide a access token. For this request the credentials are provided. The authentication 

server validates that the credentials are correct and sends an access token in the response. 

This token is then used in the header of all the requests made to the API for using any of 

the three web services. In this case, the request goes to the service for identifying activities 

from the user traces. First the service validates that the token is valid by checking the 

signature and expiry time of the access token. Once it is sure that the token is valid, it 

process’s the traces and returns the results. 

 

Figure 4.9 Sequence diagram for making an HTTPs request to a web service 
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5. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

This chapter presents results of the implementation described in the previous chapter. It 

also gives a brief explanation of how the results were obtained. 

5.1 Activity Recognition 

A small JavaScript code is used along with Google Maps API to plot the results of the 

activity recognition algorithm on Google Maps using HTML. Once the HTML file is 

opened in the browser, a map of the said location is shown. The map is zoomed in to the 

area where the activities have occurred. As can be seen from Figure 5.1 the map has 

markers on it in different colours. Each colour represents a different activity, and the cir-

cle around it represents the radius of that activity. In other words the circle represents the 

area within which the GPS points are recorded. By clicking the markers an info window 

appears which lists the activity label that is predicted and the percentage value associated 

to that label. 

 

Figure 5.1 Recognized activities visualized on Google maps 

A portion of Figure 5.1 is enlarged and displayed in Figure 5.2. The activity labels along 

with the probability are shown in the info window. The labels are accurate with respect 

to the place they represent on the map, e.g. work represents a TCS office and home rep-

resents a house in a residential area. 
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Figure 5.2 Activity labels with probability values 

The surface plots for the fuzzy controller can be seen from Figure 5.3. The surfaces are 

seen to be smooth. They appear to be non-linear but the smoothness indicated the absence 

of any abrupt non-linear changes. It shows that the trained model adapted well to the data 

provided. But in some cases, the flat surfaces indicate lack of data for a specific range of 

input values. It also indicates a lack of outliers. This lack of outliers can be attributed to 

the fact that the labels were generated automatically from code. In case of actual data the 

outliers will be represented and analyzed.  
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(a) FIS surface for activity home              

 

(b) FIS surface for activity work 

 

(c) FIS surface for activity leisure              

 

(d) FIS surface for activity eating            

Figure 5.3(a)-(d) Surface plots for the fuzzy inference system [4] 

Another thing to observe is that the surfaces are relatively linear or flat towards the edges 

and bumpy in the middle of the plot. This points to the fact that the controller finds it hard 

to differentiate activities that are performed in the middle of the day and take less than 

eight hours to be performed. 

When observing the visualization of the results in a browser, it can be seen that certain 

labels can be visually verified. For example, activities happening in a residential area 

contain the label of home. Activities happening in the city are mostly shopping, or lei-

surely and those in commercial areas are labelled as work. This shows promising results, 

but none the less it cannot be qualified as a successful result based on the visual validation 

only. Unfortunately, no extensive dataset with location and activity labels was found dur-

ing this thesis work to make a quantitative analysis of this recognition system. 

But as discussed earlier the main purpose of the activity recognition was to aid in activity 

forecasting. So the results of this activity recognition are not the main goal of the thesis. 

This recognition is used to nudge the forecasting in the right direction by providing some 

sort of semantic information about the stay points. So even if the accuracy of the recog-

nition is not very high it is still able to help us in understanding a user, and forecasting 

the next place of movement. 
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One of the advantages of using fuzzy theory for activity recognition is that it helps to 

think of the problem intuitively. The answer is not always a binary one but there can be a 

certain level of surety assigned to the outcome. This mimics human thinking process. It 

also helps to have easy to train FIS models for any number of individual users or a few 

specific models based on the personality of users. This can further lead into interesting 

research on user behaviors. Another advantage is that, in case no labelled data is available, 

like in the case of this implementation, a generic FIS model can still be used to extract 

semantic information of a user. The MATLAB tool box for fuzzy logic also assists in 

understanding behavior of the model. This is a big advantage over a neural network where 

the process of prediction is very complicated to understand.  

The activity recognition algorithm had certain drawback. Since the recognition is done 

with so few parameters it fails to understand the complicated activities. The activity time 

and radius are cut off at certain values. This makes it hard to identify activities which take 

slightly less time or are spread on a bigger area. An activity can vary from person to 

person. One person might take 10 minutes to do grocery shopping while another might 

take half an hour. Similarly, if the radius of performing an activity is large it might not be 

detected as an activity. So certain physical activities such as jogging or cycling cannot be 

identified. Hence coming up with a generalized identifier can be a challenging task.  Some 

suggestions on how to improve this are discussed in the next chapter. But overall the 

results of the algorithm are fairly good, given the lack of labelled data and few training 

parameters. 

5.2 Activity Forecasting 

Although the neural network approach was easy to implement but the results from it were 

not promising. So it was not used in the final implementation. The Markov Chain ap-

proach was tested with a variety of parameters. For example, an implementation was 

tested where only the transition based on start location were considered, then another 

implementation was tested with only time as the deciding factor for transition. All these 

tests yield different results. This can be mainly attributed to the personality of a user. A 

person who is punctual will have better results when time centric transitions are taken 

account. Similarly a person who likes to try different experiences will visit different lo-

cations and perform poorly if the current location based transitions are considered. But a 

person who is consistent in their choices of places where to go will perform better if the 

current location based transitions are considered. 

Still, to better understand the working of the algorithm, many variations of the algorithm 

were tested. To check the accuracy of the algorithms a quantitative test was set up and 

performed. 

A percentage of data was randomly selected for testing the results of the predictor. This 

subset is called the test data and it is typically 20% of the original data. The test data 
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inputs and outputs are discretized with respect to the discretized training data. The inputs 

are fed to the predictor and the predictor makes a prediction on the output. The predicted 

output is compared to the original output of the test data. The distance between the pre-

diction and actual value is computed. If this distance is less than 20m, the prediction is a 

hit. If the distance in more than 20m the prediction is a miss. Finally the total hits are 

divided by the size of the testing data to get an accuracy percentage of the predictor.  

Table 5 gives accuracy values of different predictors. The accuracy values vary greatly 

from user to user but the ones given here are average prediction accuracies for these pre-

dictors. These numbers can be compared to the work of previous researchers. One signif-

icant work was published by the winners of MDC mobile data challenge. They reported 

an average accuracy of 56% for the MDC dataset [9]. Hence even though the performance 

of the predictor seems to be low, it compares well with work done on similar problems. 

Table 5. Markov Chains algorithm variations and their prediction accuracy 

Algorithm Type Accuracy 

Time Dependent Transitions 53.70% 

Location Dependent Transitions 57.40% 

Combined Transitions 51.85% 

Hybrid 33.33% 

This test also is based on a pre-decided threshold values for discretization and errors, 

which can be increased or decreased. These changes can lead to variations in accuracy 

rates. For the implementation these values were decided based on a typical distance be-

tween two significant places in a crowded area of a city. 

Understanding the motivation for movement is as complex as understanding the human 

brain. It is not easy to understand the motivation of a human being for going to a place, 

merely by looking at their past history. This makes activity recognition and forecasting is 

a complicated problem to solve. Even if the best predictor is found for one individual, it 

might not give the same results for another individual. This combined with inconsistent 

data collection further complicates the problem. In the datasets that were studied, people 

had used different devices to collect data, they also had different sampling times. There 

are many other parameters like weather and outdoors temperature that play a significant 

role in human mobility that were not considered or recorded.  

Discretization is also a big challenge encountered in this thesis. In a congested city a shop 

and an office can be 10m apart from each other. While in a rural area two farms can be 

kilometers apart. What is the ideal distance to discretize two significant locations from 
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one another? Too many points can lead to unnecessary computational problems and too 

few points can lead to loss of important data.  

All these problems pose challenges in understanding and forecasting human mobility. But 

in spite of these challenges the predictor presented in this thesis performed sufficiently 

and met the required criteria. 
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

A life time can be spent finding the best forecasting method for human activity and there 

is potential for major improvements to this work. This chapter contains some concluding 

remarks on the work of done in this thesis and suggestions for improvement. 

Understanding human mobility patterns is a complicated task. A lot of work has been 

done in this area but the field still has potential for improvement. In this thesis an approach 

is adopted to forecast human mobility in terms of significant locations of a user. GPS 

traces and timestamps are used to analyze the history of mobility traces of a user. This 

approach though not novel is unique in the sense that the data used for solving the problem 

is limited.  

A data-driven approach is used to learn the mobility behavior of users and build up a 

mathematical model of their mobility. The work done is an extension of previous research 

done on the subject, where the main approach of extracting semantic information is used 

to assist in making the predictions. Different training methods are tested, including Mar-

kov Chains and Neural Networks to find the best predictor. Another aim of the thesis is 

to make available such a prediction system as a web service which can be integrated with 

other applications and assist in understanding user behaviors. This can enable building 

intelligent apps by integrating the forecasting system in the apps as a third party solution.  

Both goals of the thesis are achieved. But as any other system there is margin for im-

provement of the system. Some suggestions for improvement and future work are dis-

cussed here. 

The data collection needs to be improved in order to understand the nature and motivation 

for human mobility. Smart phones offer an excellent method of large scale data collection. 

Google like services are making this possible, where there is also chances to attach labels 

to locations and activities.  

There also needs to be consistency in how the data is collected. For example collecting 

GPS traces while a person is not moving drains battery without any additional advantage. 

Smarter algorithms for sampling the coordinates can help gather more data from users. 

Besides this more data or information can also be added to the timestamps and GPS val-

ues. For example accelerometer data along with GPS values can greatly improve the ac-

tivity recognition. Linking semantic information to the datasets can also help better un-

derstand the motive of travel. All this information can help in producing better estimates 

on user’s mobility. 

Additionally consistency is required in storing this data. During this thesis lots of time 

was spent in reading and cleaning the datasets. Since all the datasets have different storage 
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formats, different items that are stored and different way of representing them. So sepa-

rate adapters had to be written to read and process the data. Standardization of data col-

lection can help save a lot of time and energy. 

Activity detection and forecasting algorithms can be further improved by taking certain 

things into account. It is a highly possible scenario where a user’s home or work address 

changes. The current work does not take those changes into account. This can lead to 

redundant labels, which in turn leads to errors in forecasting activities of a user. In addi-

tion to this, if more data is available for analysis, this can be used in adding more learning 

features to the system. This will give interesting insights into user behavior and help in 

getting better results. In fact a probable future work can be collection of a richer dataset 

which will indeed open up interesting possibilities for analysis. There is also a need to 

make the algorithms more efficient. For example the datamining or activity extraction 

from hundreds and thousands of traces is a computationally exhaustive task. If efficient 

datamining and clustering algorithms are used, the processing time can be improved to a 

large extent.  

Another area of improvement is the deployment of the system as web services. MATLAB 

files are exported as Java libraries and used in a Java project. This causes the system to 

be very slow. The whole system can be developed in another environment like Python 

which will improve performance. While working with user mobility history, an important 

thing to notice was the sensitivity of the data. It is impressive, but at the same time, alarm-

ing to see how much can be known about a human being by looking at their mobility 

history. This highly private data should be handled with care and it should be made sure 

that it is anonymized and stored in the most secure manner and only authorized people 

have access to this data. 
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